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Why the Dug (ASX: DUG)
share price is climbing higher
today
Daniel Ewing | October 13, 2020 4:11pm | More on:

DUG

The Dug Technology Ltd (ASX: DUG) share price is climbing today after the
company announced a deal with an oil and gas supermajor. The Dug share
price has been on a rocky ride since listing in early August. Dug shares are
trading 2.44% higher at $1.26 at he time of writing.
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Dug is an Australian supercomputing company based in Perth. The company
has a rags-to-riches story with its first o!ce built in co-founder Matthew
Lamont’s backyard. Since then, Dug has grown at an astounding rate to now
operate four major international o!ces in Perth, London, Houston and Kuala
Lumpur.
Dug makes its money through high performance computing as a service
(HPCaaS). Its computers are typically used to analyse large datasets in the
mining industry. However, in 2019 Dug launched its fully integrated Dug
McCloud platform. This enabled the company to o"er HPCaaS, scientific data
analysis services and software solutions to a range of scientific sectors
outside the resources industry.
Its computers are among some of the world’s most powerful and green
supercomputers.

Supermajor deal
The Dug share price went up on news the company had signed a deal with a
large oil and gas supermajor. The deal is expected to generate more than US$1
million in revenue over the next 12 months.
A supermajor is the name used to describe the world’s six or seven largest
publicly traded oil and gas companies. Some of the supermajors include BP
plc (NYSE: BP), Exxon Mobil Corporation (NYSE: XOM) and Chevron
Corporation (NYSE: CVX).
Dug managing director Dr Matt Lamont said the deal was “a great
endorsement of our technology and reliability to receive ongoing work from
one of the largest and most technically savvy companies on the planet”.

Foolish takeaway
Dug is the first supercomputer company ever to list on the All Ordinaries
Index (ASX: XAO). The Dug share price has fallen since its initial public
o"ering (IPO) at $1.50 but shareholders will be hoping the news can spark a
turn around in the share price.

Man who said buy Kogan shares at $3.63 says buy
these 3 ASX stocks now
When investing expert Scott Phillips has a stock tip, it can pay to listen. After
all, the flagship Motley Fool Share Advisor newsletter he has run for more
than eight years has provided thousands of paying members with stock picks
that have doubled, tripled or even more.*
In this FREE STOCK REPORT, Scott just revealed what he believes are the 3
ASX stocks for the post COVID world that investors should buy right now
while they still can. These stocks are trading at dirt-cheap prices and Scott
thinks these could really go gangbusters as we move into ‘the new normal’.

Find out the names of our 3 Post COVID Stocks – For
FREE!
*Returns as of 6/8/2020

Motley Fool contributor Daniel Ewing has no position in any of the stocks mentioned. The Motley
Fool Australia has no position in any of the stocks mentioned. We Fools may not all hold the same
opinions, but we all believe that considering a diverse range of insights makes us better investors.
The Motley Fool has a disclosure policy. This article contains general investment advice only (under
AFSL 400691). Authorised by Scott Phillips.
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